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Abstract Among the chemical reactions in atmosphere, the reaction of an excited
oxygen atom, O ( 1D), with ground state molecular hydrogen, H2 (X 1Σ
+
g ),
has been one of the most studied both experimentally and theoretically.
To describe this reaction, various potential energy surfaces have been cali-
brated and their dynamics has been studied using quantum mechanical and
quasiclassical trajectory methods. The theoretical results have shown to be
in good agreement with experiment. The main uncertainties arise in the low
temperature rate constants and in the isotopic branching ratio when react-
ing with HD.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The absorption of radiation of wave lengths between 200 and 300 nm in the ozone
stratospheric layer is a process of key importance in the reduction of ultra-violet
radiation, which is known to cause biological mutations, solar burnings and other
physiological effects [1]. The resultant oxygen atom in its lowest electronically ex-
cited state, O (1D), see Eq. (1), is a highly reactive species that plays a significant
role in initiating much stratospheric chemistry [2,3].
(1)O3 + hν (< 300 nm) → O (1D) + O2.
In particular, the excited oxygen atom quickly attacks methane, water vapor or
molecular hydrogen present in stratosphere, see Figure 3.1, producing hydroxyl
radicals according to reactions [4]
(2)O (1D) + H2O → OH + OH,
(3)O (1D) + CH4 → CH3 + OH,
(4)O (1D) + H2 → H + OH.
These reactions constitute a source of OH in upper stratosphere, which ul-
timately controls the upper boundary of the ozone layer through the OH/HO2
catalytic destruction cycles [5] getting rid of about 10% of the existing ozone [6].
The decrease of the ozone layer is a well known problem, see e.g. [3,7–9].
Due to its important role in atmospheric chemistry, the reaction
(5)O (1D) + H2 → H + OH, H◦0 = −181.4 kJmol−1,
FIGURE 3.1 Gases present in stratosphere, adapted from reference [4].
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and its isotopic variants
(6)O (1D) + D2 → D + OD, H◦0 = −179.7 kJmol−1,
(7)O (1D) + HD → D + OH, H◦0 = −177.9 kJmol−1,
(8)O (1D) + HD → H + OD, H◦0 = −183.8 kJmol−1,
have been the subject of several experimental studies such as those observed in
references [10–17]. Numerous theoretical studies of its dynamics have also been
carried out, for example see [11,13,16–31], using several potential energy surfaces
(PESs) published for this system [29,32–43]. These works have been the subject of
partial reviews by Liu [44], Althorpe and Clary [45], Balucani et al. [46] and Aoiz
et al. [47].
The title reaction is also of considerable interest to combustion [48] and laser
chemistries [49]. Theoretically it is one of the best known complex-forming reac-
tions from a fundamental point of view [50].
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE O (1D)+ H2 REACTION
A general overview of the different potential energy surfaces relevant to the reac-
tions involving an oxygen atom and the hydrogen molecule has been sketched in
the work of Durand and Chapuisat [51].
As it can be seen in Figure 3.2, five potential energy surfaces are accessible
to reactants but the mainly contribution comes from the lowest X˜ 1A′ PES, which
correlates with the X˜ 1A1 ground state of the H2O molecule. In this PES the title
reaction proceeds without energy barrier from reactants to products through a
highly excited water molecule.
The first excited state, A˜ 1A′′, correlates with the ground state products
OH (X 2Π ) + H and must also be considered for energies higher than 8.4 kJmol−1
[22], or temperatures above 500 K. The second excited state, B˜ 1A′, adiabatically
correlates with excited state products, OH (A 2Σ+) + H. At collinear geometries
these two surfaces correspond to a double degenerate Π state.
The other two upper PESs (B˜ 1A′′ and C˜ 1A′ states) are repulsive and corres-
pond to a double degenerate Δ state at collinear geometries and correlate with
excited state products. Their contribution to the title reaction is negligible [22].
As it can be seen in Figure 3.2, at collinear geometries the ground X˜ 1A′ state
hasΣ symmetry and adiabatically correlates with an excitedA 2Σ+ state of the hy-
droxyl radical. As a result there is a crossing between the Σ and Π states. Schatz
and co-workers [12,22,23,52] estimated a constant contribution at collinear geome-
tries from the 1Π state of approximately 10%, due to the non adiabatic electrostatic
coupling between the 1Σ+ (X˜ 1A′) and 1Π (B˜ 1A′ and A˜ 1A′′) states.
As a conclusion, in addition to the role of the lowest (X˜ 1A′) PES the contribu-
tion of the two first excited states should be considered.
The reactions of ground state oxygen atom, O (3P), with molecular hydrogen
proceed in PESs with a high energy barrier, being the room-temperature rate con-
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FIGURE 3.2 Correlation diagram of the potential energy surfaces involved in the O (1D) + H2
reaction, adapted from reference [51].
stant 10−7 times lower than that of O (1D) + H2 [53]. Most recently, Maiti and
Schatz [54] and Chu et al. [55] have studied the intersystem crossing effects be-
tween the triplet and singlet states. Mainly focused on the O (3P) + H2 reaction,
they found a negligible contribution to this reaction. In respect to the O (1D) + H2
reaction, Maiti and Schatz, using quasiclassical variant of the Trajectory Surface
Hopping (TSH) approach [56], found that the intersystem cross effects on the
O (1D) + H2 may decrease the adiabatic reactivity up to 10% through non reac-
tive transitions to the triplet PESs. Chu et al. found a small reactivity on these PESs
from a wave packet initiated on the X˜ 1A′ PES. The net effect of the intersystem
cross between triplet and singlet PESs is still an open question.
Although not shown in Figure 3.2, the H2O (X˜ 1A′) PES also correlates with the
ground state triplet oxygen atom, O (3P), and the triplet state hydrogen molecule,
H2 (a 3Σ+u ). This is the lowest channel at large H–H distances [57] and should be
also considered on a global PES for this system. Due to the very high energy of
this region, the effects of this crossing on the dynamics of the title reaction should
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be negligible. Nevertheless, this channel should be taken into account on a global
PES.
3. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES
To our knowledge, the first PES suitable for dynamical studies of the title reac-
tion was proposed in 1976 by Murrell and Sorbie [58] from spectroscopic data, but
the first dynamical studies have been carried out in 1980 by Schinke and Lester
in a PES fitted from ab initio data [32]. To better reproduce the experimental rate
constant, those authors propose two different potential energy surfaces named
SL1 and SL3. Subsequently, Murrell, Carter, Mills and Guest have published a
double-valued PES [57] to correctly account for the different crossings between
the diabatic surfaces and Murrell and Carter proposed a simpler single-valued
PES that approximates it [59]; this last one is known as MC PES.
The SL3 and MC PESs have shown to give quite different dynamical results
for the O (1D) + H2 reaction. In a comparative study, Fitzgerald and Schatz [19]
have shown that the MC PES favours a collinear approach of the O atom to the
H2 molecule, while the SL3 PES favours an insertion mechanism preceded by a
perpendicular approach.
Kuntz et al. [60] using the diatomics-in-molecule (DIM) method constructed
three slightly dfferent DIM PESs for the two lowest states. All these DIM PESs
exhibit no barrier to reaction (insertion or abstraction) on the lowest surface.
Ten years ago Schatz and co-workers [61] proposed a new potential energy
surface for the ground state X˜ 1A′ H2O PES fitted from ab initioMR-CI calculations
using a triple zeta basis set and another for the first excited state A˜ 1A′′ H2O PES
[52]. Those PESs are known as K PESs. Lin and Guo [62] have observed that the
X˜ 1A′ H2O K PES has an unphysical minimum of 50 cm−1 in the collinear H+OH
asymptote, which caused convergence problems in calculating vibrational levels
near the dissociation threshold [63].
One year later Dobbyn and Knowles presented three potential energy surfaces
[64] that reproduce both X˜ 1A′, A˜ 1A′′ and B˜ 1A′ PESs and the non-adiabatic cou-
pling between the X˜ 1A′ and B˜ 1A′ states [40]. Although extensively used in many
calculations, as far as we know, there is not any publication describing in detail
these DK PESs, only a brief presentation can be found in thework of Aoiz et al. [15].
In addition to the studies of the title reaction, the potential energy surface for
the ground state water molecule is of great importance for roto-vibrational spec-
troscopic studies of this system. Therefore some PESs that accurately describe the
bottom well have been published [35,37,65–67]. On the other hand those PES do
not dissociate correctly and are not suitable for dynamical studies. In order to
correct this behaviour, Varandas used an energy switching approach, joining the
spectroscopic description of the bottom well with a semiempirical description of
the van der Waals interactions between reactants or products, to build a global
single-valued PES for the ground state water molecule [39], ES PES. This approach
has been complemented with double and triple-valued potential energy surfaces
(ES-2v and ES-3v PESs) for this system [41,42].
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Recently, mainly based on the very accurate ab initio results of Partridge and
Schwenke [66] complemented with other data [68,69] and on a careful descrip-
tion of the long range interactions between the different dissociation channels [70],
Brandão and Rio presented another double-valued PES for this system [43]. This
BR PES displays a small van der Waals minimum and a small saddle point under
the dissociation limit for the C2v approach of the O (1D) atom to the H2 molecule
and a very small barrier (< 0.4 kJmol−1) to collinear addition ( 1Σ+ surface) in
agreement with the findings of Walch and Harding [68].
4. DYNAMICAL STUDIES
The different potential energy surfaces have been used in several calculations
of the dynamics of the title reaction using quasiclassical trajectory methods and
quantum calculations, see references [71,72] for a general description of these
methods. Some capture and statistical calculations have also been reported for this
reaction.
4.1 Quantum calculations
Accurate quantum dynamical calculations for reactions with deep wells have been
a major challenge to theoreticians. In this regard, due to the potential well depth
of 7 eV corresponding to the stable water molecule, the reaction O (1D) + H2 →
OH + H poses a formidable obstacle to exact quantum dynamical treatment. As a
result, the earliest quantum calculation on this reaction was carried out by Baden-
hoop et al. [73] using a 2D model where the bending motion was treated by a
sudden approximation.
With the increase of modern computer capacity and the development of quan-
tum reactive scattering theories, such as the increasing implementation of Time
Dependent QuantumMechanical (TDQM)wave packetmethods, full dimensional
quantum calculations on the title reaction have been reported since 1996, first by
Peng et al. [74] followed byDai [75], by Balint-Kurti et al. [76] and byGray et al. [77].
All these earlier quantum dynamical studies employed TDQMwave packet meth-
ods on the adiabatic ground electronic X˜ 1A′ state having in mind the reaction
mechanism (or the role of direct abstraction vs. insertion in the reaction mecha-
nism). Among these works, Peng [74] and Dai [75] used the SL1 PES, while the
works of Balint-Kurti [76] and Gray [77] were based on the K surface. Subsequent
TDQMwave packet calculations [23,24,78–80] have been carried out mainly on the
ground DK PES. The most recent wave packet calculations by Lin and Guo [62]
used the BR PES to compute total cross sections and thermal rate constants.
Among those TDQM studies, exact quantum dynamical calculations were usu-
ally limited to the total angular momentum J = 0. For J > 0, most of the authors
used a capture model (or L-shift model) [77] to estimate the reaction probabil-
ity from the J = 0 results. Even the direct calculations of reaction probabilities for
J > 0 were performed using the centrifugal sudden (CS) approximation. Carroll
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and Goldfield [79] have reported wave packet calculations for J > 0 with inclu-
sion of the Coriolis coupling terms. In comparison with the CS approximation
results, these authors concluded that the CS approximation should yield accurate
estimates of the reaction cross sections and rate constants for the title reaction.
The first exact quantum calculations of integral and differential cross sections
on the adiabatic X˜ 1A′ state were reported in 2001 by Honvault and Launay [15,81].
They have carried out quantum reactive scattering calculations of the title reaction
on the DK PES within the Time Independent QuantumMechanical (TIQM) frame-
work using the hyperspherical close-coupling method.
The presence of five PESs correlating with the O (1D) + H2 reactants consti-
tutes a further difficulty for the theoretical studies of the title reaction. Drukker
and Schatz [22] have studied the effect of electronic Coriolis coupling in the en-
trance region for O (1D) + H2 using all five potential surfaces. In this work, the
DK surfaces were used to describe the lowest three states while two DIM sur-
faces were employed for the upper two states. Using the vibrationally adiabatic
coupled-channel approximation, they found that the upper two PESs (B˜ 1A′′ and
C˜ 1A′) are important only when considering the electronic fine structure of the
reagents and the overall reactivity is dominated by the ground X˜ 1A′ state with
some influence of the first two excited A˜ 1A′′ and B˜ 1A′ states. The participation of
the A˜ 1A′′ and B˜ 1A′ states in the title reaction has then been further investigated
by a series of nonadiabatic quantum reactive scattering calculations using TDQM
[23,24] or TIQM [26] as well as by some adiabatic TDQM or TIQM calculations on
the A˜ 1A′′ surface [15,16,24,27,80,82].
Recently, Alexander et al. [29] carried out an ab initio study of the four states
(X˜ 1A′, A˜ 1A′′, a˜ 3A′′ and a˜ 3A′) that correlate to OH–H in the product region and the
electronic and spin-orbit couplings between them. These PESs were used to study
the nonadiabatic effects on the branching between the product OH ( 2Π ) multiplet
levels, using a statistical model of atom–diatom insertion reactions combined with
coupled-states capture theory.
More recently and related to the title reaction and to the nonadiabatic effects,
Chu et al. [55] reported an exact quantum wave-packet study of intersystem cross-
ing effects for the O (3P2,1,0, 1D2)+H2 reaction, in which three triplets, a˜ 3A′′, b˜ 3A′′
and a˜ 3A′, and one singlet, X˜ 1A′, electronic states were employed.
4.2 Quasiclassical calculations
Almost all the published PESs have been used to perform quasiclassical trajectory
(QCT) [71,83] studies of the title reaction. Those calculations have been mainly fo-
cused in adiabatic studies in each PES. In addition, the trajectory surface hopping
method [56], has been used to study the nonadiabatic effects between the X˜ 1A′
and B˜ 1A′ PESs.
Excluding some details on the rotational energy distribution of the products,
a general agreement has been found between the classical and quantum results
when performed on the same PES. It’s important to notice that the final attribution
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of vibrational and rotational quantum levels obtained from quasiclassical calcula-
tions is a crude estimation. We also note that, due to the orbital and spin angular
moments of the product OH 2Π state, the classical angular moment of the OH
diatomic, as computed in classical trajectories, differs from the nuclear rotational
quantum number, N′.
At low temperatures, where quantum effects such as resonances can play an
important role, the classical and quantum results for the thermal rate constant also
diverge, as shown in Figure 3.11 of Section 5.5.
5. RESULTS AND COMPARISONWITH EXPERIMENT
Due to its importance, the reaction of O (1D) + H2 (X 1Σ+g ) has been the subject of
many experimental studies that can be compared with the theoretical predictions.
For a recent review of the molecular beam experiments on the title reaction see the
work of Balucani et al. [46].
5.1 Differential cross sections
The differential cross section is one of the most important results from molecular
beam experiments. There we can see the differences between the insertion mech-
FIGURE 3.3 Angular distribution of the products for the reaction O (1D) + H2, at the collision
energy of 5.4 kJ mol−1 .
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FIGURE 3.4 Angular distribution of the products for the reaction O (1D) + HD → OD + H, at
the collision energy of 19.0 kJ mol−1 . (—, · · · , - · - ·) represent the total, abstraction and
insertion components obtained from the work of Hsu, Pederson and Schatz [12]. (- - -) displays
the QCT results on the ground state BR PES [30].
anism of the reaction on the ground state PES that leads to forward-backward
symmetry and the abstraction mechanism when the title reaction proceeds on the
first excited state.
For this reason this property has been extensively computed using both quan-
tum and classical methods, being the agreement between the experimental and the
theoretical results using the most recent PESs generally good.
Figure 3.3 displays a comparison of the experimental differential cross sec-
tion results at the collision energy of 5.4 kJmol−1 with quantum and classical
results on the X˜ 1A′ DK and BR PESs. It is expected that only the ground state
PES should contribute to reaction at this collision energy. Peculiarly, the DK PES
gives a small anisotropy in opposite directions when comparing quantum and
quasiclassical results. This discrepancy has been explained by Balucani et al. [17]
as a result of quantum tunneling of the collisions with large angular moment
through the centrifugal barrier, which is not accounted for in classical trajectory
methods.
A different pattern is observed at 19.0 kJmol−1 collision energy for the O +
HD → OD + H reaction. At this higher energy we can see an additional contribu-
tion from the first excited state as plotted in Figure 3.4.
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FIGURE 3.5 Translational energy distribution of the products of the reaction O (1D) + H2 at
collision energy of 8.0 kJ mol−1 obtained by the QCT method (—) on BR PES and using
statistical phase space calculations (- · - ·) [31]. The line (- - -) and the shaded area represent the
experimental results and respective error bars [10].
5.2 Product energy distributions
The comparison between phase space [84] statistical calculations [31], experimen-
tal data and dynamical studies of the title reaction have shown that the dynamics
of the OH2 complex plays an important role on the energy distribution of the prod-
ucts. The higher rotational energy of the products has already been noted by Buss
et al. [18] and has been explained as a result of the excitation of the vibrational
bending mode due to the insertion mechanism. Despite the large exothermicity of
this reaction, the long-range interactions have shown to play an important role on
vibrational and rotational anisotropies of the OH product [85]. When using the DK
PES and the coupled-channel statistical theory, Rackham et al. [86] have found a
rotational distribution in close agreement with accurate quantum calculations on
the same PES.
In Figure 3.5 we compare the experimental [10] translational energy distri-
bution of the products of the reaction O (1D) + H2 at the collision energy of
8.0 kJmol−1 with QCT results on the BR PES and statistical phase space re-
sults [31]. The agreement between the theoretical and experimental results seems
reasonable.
The good agreement between theory and experiment is shown in Table 3.1
where we compare the experimental results of Aoiz et al. [14,15] at an average
collision energy of 11.7 kJmol−1 with QM and QCT calculations on the BR and
DK PESs. In that work [14,15] the authors performed QCT and QM calculations
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TABLE 3.1 Relation P(υ = 4)/P(υ = 3)
BR PES QCT [31] DK PES Exp. [14,15]
QCT [14,15] QM [14,15]
X˜ 1A′ (only) 0.507 0.47 ± 0.01 0.53 –
X˜ 1A′ + A˜ 1A′′ – 0.60 ± 0.01 0.61 0.59 ± 0.05
FIGURE 3.6 Experimental vs QCT rotationally integral cross section (in Å2) for the O (1D) + H2
reaction, at 5.4 kJ mol−1 collision energy for υ′ = 2. Line (- - -, P), experimental data [16]; (—,")
correspond to QCT results on BR PES [31].
both on the K and DK PESs and concluded that the DK surfaces present a better
description for the dynamics of the reaction O (1D) + H2.
The inverted distribution of the rotational energy of the products is a character-
istic property of this insertion reaction. Having in mind the above referred trouble
in assigning the nuclear rotational quantum number,N′, from classical trajectories
(see Section 4.2), we show in Figure 3.6 a comparison between experimental [16]
and QCT results on the BR PES [31] for the rotational integral cross section of the
O (1D) + H2 reaction, at 5.4 kJmol−1 collision energy for υ ′ = 2. Here, the agree-
ment is reasonably good.
5.3 Isotopic effects
The isotopic branching ratio, ΓOD/OH = σr(OD+H)/σr(OH+D), of the products of
the O (1D) + HD reaction is the major divergence between theory and experiment
Author’s personal copy
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TABLE 3.2 Experimental isotopic branching ratio for O (1D) + HD
Ecol (kJmol−1) ΓOD/OH Ref.
2.1–6.7 1.03 [50]
8.6 1.17 ± 0.10 [50,88]
10.0 1.5 ± 0.2 [89]
10.0 1.3 ± 0.1 [89]
13.5 1.35 ± 0.20 [90]
14.2 1.4 ± 0.2 [89]
15.5 1.34 [50]
18.8 1.49 [50]
18.9 1.5 [91]
Room temp. 1.13 ± 0.08 [92]
T = 298 K 1.33 ± 0.07 [93]
TABLE 3.3 Reactive cross sections for O (1D) + HD and isotopic branching ratio, ΓOD/OH, using
different PESs. All results but the last one refer to QCT calculations
Ecol (kJmol−1) PES σr(OH+D) (Å2) σr(OD+H) (Å2) ΓOD/OH Ref.
2.1 SL1 – – 1.85 ± 0.24 [19]
MC – – 1.08 ± 0.06 [19]
8.6 1A′ DK 7.24 14.03 1.94 [87]
1A′ BR 6.19 ± 0.11 13.29 ± 0.12 2.15 ± 0.09 [30]
14.5a 1A′ BR 5.50 ± 0.11 13.15 ± 0.16 2.38 ± 0.10 [30]
15.5 1A′ BR 5.56 ± 0.10 11.76 ± 0.12 2.12 ± 0.10 [30]
19.0 1A′ DK 6.28 11.46 1.82 [87]
1A′ K 6.94 10.59 1.53 [87]
SL1 6.144 9.482 1.56 ± 0.02 [94]
1A′ BR 5.49 ± 0.10 11.27 ± 0.12 2.05 ± 0.10 [30]
20.9 SL1 – – 1.4 [19]
MC – – 1.09 [19]
Room temp. WMF – – 4.5 [92]
MCMG – – 2.0 ± 0.3 [95]
21.0–51.0 DK PESs – – ≈ 2 [26]
a Average value.
in this system. We collect in Table 3.2 the experimental data found in the literature
for this branching ratio and, for comparison, we display in Table 3.3 the theoreti-
cal estimates using several potential energy surfaces for the lower adiabatic state.
Comparing those tables we can see that the experimental value range is consis-
tently lower than the theoretical ones, being these last results strongly dependent
on the PES used in the calculations. From the most recent PESs, only the theoreti-
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FIGURE 3.7 Reaction channel probability, in %, for each approach angle, α, for O (1D) + HD at
2.05 kcal mol−1 .
cal results on the ground K PES agree with the higher experimental estimates. In
addition, the role of the excited PES is expected to be small and contribute to a
higher isotopic ratio [87].
To clarify the theoretical results, Fitzcharles and Schatz [19] discussed the an-
gle of approach in the MC and SL1 PESs. They conclude that the MC PES favours
a collinear collision where the first bond formed becomes the product diatomic,
which explains an isotopic branching ratio close to one; on the other hand the
SL1 PES leads to the formation of a tight complex, which dissociates into OD + H
predominantly. Rio and Brandão [30] performed QCT results on the BR PES and
found that, although the reaction proceeds through an insertion mechanism, those
trajectories that reach the D atom side will dissociate in OD + H; but only those
trajectories reaching the H side at a very high angle will dissociate as OH + D
predominantly, as shown in Figure 3.7. In addition they found that during the
complex lifetime there is an energy transfer process that favours the OD+H chan-
nel.
This divergence between theory and experiment is not so clear when we look
at the distribution of the energy of the different dissociation channels. In Table 3.4
we compare the energy distribution of the products at the collision energies of
8.6 kJmol−1 and 19.0 kJmol−1. We see a good agreement between the calculated
and experimental results at the lower energy but at 19.0 kJmol−1 the experimental
results are too disperse to allow any conclusion. As far as we know, there is no
experimental information on the partition of the internal energy of the diatomic.
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TABLE 3.4 Distribution of translational, vibrational and rotational energy of the products of
O (1D) + HD
Ecol
(kJmol−1)
Source Channel Etr
(%)
Evib
(%)
Erot
(%)
Ref.
8.6 BR PES OD + H 32.44 41.50 26.06 [30]
OH + D 26.50 37.53 35.97 [30]
EXP. OD + H 32 – – [11]
OH + D 25 – – [11]
19.0 BR PES OD + H 32.42 40.46 27.12 [30]
OH + D 28.40 36.55 35.05 [30]
SL1 PES OD + H 33 40 28 [94]
OH + D 28 39 32 [94]
EXP. OD + H 41 ± 9 – – [89]
OH + D 19 ± 4 – – [89]
OD + H 41 ± 7 – – [90]
OH + D 32 ± 5 – – [90]
OD + H 30 – – [91]
OH + D 22 – – [91]
FIGURE 3.8 Opacity functions for the reaction O (1D) + H2 on the ground state PES.
(—) corresponds to QM results on the DK PES at the collision energy of 9.6 kJ mol−1 [85] and
(- - -) correspond to QCT results on BR PES at 8.0 kJ mol−1 collision energy [31].
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FIGURE 3.9 Comparison of QCT results of the total reactive cross section as a function of the
collision energy for the reaction O (1D) + H2 using different published PESs. (") BR PES [31]; (- - -)
K PES [96]; (P) DK PES [24]; (+) ES PES [21]; (∗) ES-2v II PES [25]; (!) ES-2v III PES [25]; (×) SL1 PES
[32] and () SL3 PES [32].
5.4 Total reactive cross sections
Due to limitations of the experiment, the molecular beam experiments are unable
to measure the total cross section of the title reaction. As a consequence, here we
can only compare the computed total cross sections using the different published
PESs.
Closely related to the total cross section, the opacity function gives us the prob-
ability, Pr(b), of a collision to be reactive at a given impact parameter, b. On the
ground state PES, the title reaction proceeds without a barrier, being the reaction
defined by the capture probability. As a consequence, the opacity function com-
puted using the QCTmethod on the BR PES at different collision energies presents
a similar form. As shown in Figure 3.8, the reaction probability is close to 0.9 for
all collision energies at impact parameters less than 2.2 Å, vanishing quickly for
larger impact parameters [31]. Rackham et al. [85] plotted the opacity function from
accurate QM calculations [81] using the ground DK PES at the collision energy of
9.6 kJmol−1. These results, also plotted in Figure 3.8, display a similar trend with
larger probability than on the BR PES at 8.0 kJmol−1, which is coherent with the
larger reactivity found in the DK PES.
In Figure 3.9 we compare the QCT results for the total reactive cross section
as a function of the collision energy computed by using different PESs. Varandas
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FIGURE 3.10 QCT thermal rate constants computed on the ground H2O (X˜ 1A′) PES. (—) BR PES
[28]; (- - -) SL1 PES [32]; (- · - ·) SL3 PES [32]; (—) ES [21]; (- · · · - · · ·) ES-2v II [25]; (· · ·) ES-2v III [25]
and (– – –) K PES [52].
et al. [25] have shown that the reactivity on the ES-2v PES strongly depends on the
shape of the small bump for the C2v insertion. Adding a Gaussian term, they have
been able to propose two modifications of this PES, namely ES-2v II and ES-2v III,
with different reactivities as shown in this figure.
We can see that the ES, ES-2v III and SL3 PES have a very different pattern
with larger reactive total cross sections. The DK and K PESs have a very similar
behaviour. Different is the ES-2v II PES which is similar to these PESs for energies
above 17 kJmol−1, but has larger reactive cross section at 8 kJmol−1 becoming
smaller at very low collision energies. The BR and SL1 PESs are very similar being
the BR more reactive at low collision energies.
These reactive total cross sections can be considered as the sum of a capture
term, which decreases exponentially with energy, and a rigid sphere term, which
is constant and should dominate at high collision energies [31].
(9)σ (E) = σcap(E) + σrs = AE−m + B.
The QM integral cross-section results of Lin and Guo [62] on the BR PES are not
plotted in this figure. As shown in [31] these results are in good agreement with
the QCT calculations in the same PES and somehow validates the use of classical
mechanics in these studies.
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FIGURE 3.11 Comparison of QM and QCT thermal rate constants for the reaction O (1D) + H2,
at different temperatures. (– – –) QCT [28] and (- - -) QM [62] results using the BR PES; (—) QCT
[74] and (—) QM [74] results from the SL1 PES; line (- · - ·) QCT [52] and (") QM results from the
K PES [77] and (P) QM results on DK PES [77].
5.5 Thermal rate constants
A direct consequence of the different results for the total reactive cross section
shown in Figure 3.9 is the diversity of the thermal rate constant computed using
only the contribution of the ground H2O (X˜ 1A′) PES shown in Figure 3.10. In this
figure we can see the higher reactivity of the SL3 and ES PESs and the high acti-
vation energy of the ES-2v III PES, which is a result of an almost constant reactive
cross section. As expected the K and BR PESs display a parallel trend being the
K PES more reactive. Also predictable from the low energy total cross sections is
the behaviour of the SL1 PES, which has lower reactivity than the BR PES. The
ES-2v II PES has lower reactivity at low temperatures but approaches (and even
surpasses) the K PES as the temperature rises. So far as we know, there are not any
published QCT results for the thermal constant computed using the DK PESs.
It is important to assess the role of quantum effects on the thermal rate con-
stant. Unfortunately we only found QM thermal rate constant results for the SL1
[74] and BR PESs [62] at a large range of temperatures and two estimates for the K
and DK PESs [77] at 300 K with a large uncertainty in the last one. In Figure 3.11
we compare these QM results with the correspondent QCT estimates. In all cases
the QCT results lie above the QM predictions, being this difference larger in the
SL1 PES. At temperatures above 400 K the QM and QCT results on the BR PES
agree with each other, but at lower temperatures the differences become consid-
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FIGURE 3.12 Thermal rate constants for the reaction O (1D) + H2, including the contribution
from the excited PESs. (—) correction term and (—) estimated rate constant using the BR PES
[28]. Line (- - -) correction term and (– – –) estimated rate constant using the K PES [52]. Most
recent experimental data: (P) NASA report [3]; (· · ·) and () Atkinson [97] and (E) Talukdar [93].
erable. Although some differences could reflect the restrictions of the quantum
calculations, quantum effects should play an important role at low temperatures.
This difference may be an indication of quantum effects due to resonances near the
threshold. Another possible explanation is that, despite the agreement in the low
energy cross sections, the QCT calculations are unable to account for the quantifi-
cation of the angular moment, important at low energies. We also note that the QM
results are not averaged over the possible internal states of the reactant diatomic.
As stated above when characterizing this reaction (see Section 2), two addi-
tional contributions should be taken into account before comparison with exper-
iment. One is the abstraction reaction occurring in the first excited PES, H2O
(A˜ 1A′′), for temperatures higher than 500 K [22], being this contribution for the
temperature of 1000 K approximately 0.3×10−10 cm3 molec−1 s−1. The other is the
constant contribution from the 1Π state of approximately 10% proposed by Schatz
and co-workers [12,22,23,52], due to the non-adiabatic electrostatic coupling be-
tween the 1Σ+ and 1Π states at collinear geometries.
In Figure 3.12 we plot the estimated corrections from the upper PESs and a cor-
rected estimate for the total thermal rate constant using both the BR PES [28] and
K PES [52]. For comparison we also plot in this figure the experimental estimates
for this thermal rate constant. There is a close agreement between the most recent
experimental data and the QCT+corrections estimates of the thermal rate constant
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from the BR PES. The higher reactivity found for the K PES is in accordance with
the greater cross sections exhibit by this PES, as shown in Figure 3.9.
6. FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS
We can conclude that there are accurate potential energy surfaces to describe the
reaction O (1D) + H2, which plays an important role in the ozone depletion cy-
cle. The most recent PESs correctly reproduce the molecular beam experimental
results, namely, the differential cross sections and energy distribution of the prod-
ucts, including the contribution of the abstraction mechanism in the first excited
PES, within the present experimental resolution.
In spite of these results, some subjects still need to be clarified. One is the iso-
topic branching ration in the reaction O (1D) + HD, which shows a disagreement
between the predictions of these PESs and the experimental results. This should
be related with the details of the PES and the mechanism of energy transfer in
the H2O complex favouring one or other bond breaking. Another is the low tem-
perature, below 200 K, thermal rate constant, where we found a clear divergence
between classical and quantum results. This should clarify the role of long range
van derWaals interactions in the dynamics of this reaction. A third still open ques-
tion is the magnitude of the intersystem crossing effects between the singlet and
triplet PESs on the title reaction.
We have entitled this work, “a well studied reaction”, but the more we study
this system the more questions need to be answered.
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